The cluster model of a hot dense vapor.
We explore thermodynamic properties of a vapor in the range of state parameters where the contribution to thermodynamic functions from bound states of atoms (clusters) dominates over the interaction between the components of the vapor in free states. The clusters are assumed to be light and sufficiently "hot" for the number of bonds to be minimized. We use the technique of calculation of the cluster partition function for the cluster with a minimum number of interatomic bonds to calculate the caloric properties (heat capacity and velocity of sound) for an ideal mixture of the lightest clusters. The problem proves to be exactly solvable and resulting formulas are functions solely of the equilibrium constant of the dimer formation. These formulas ensure a satisfactory correlation with the reference data for the vapors of cesium, mercury, and argon up to moderate densities in both the sub- and supercritical regions. For cesium, we extend the model to the densities close to the critical one by inclusion of the clusters of arbitrary size. Knowledge of the cluster composition of the cesium vapor makes it possible to treat nonequilibrium phenomena such as nucleation of the supersaturated vapor, for which the effect of the cluster structural transition is likely to be significant.